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“Thank you, sir, may I have another?”

This famous line from Kevin Bacon’s character Chip on the 1978 film Animal
House comes to mind as we watched investors get spanked by the Fed with the
recent series of hikes in the fed funds rate. After the first 0.25% hike in March,
the Fed followed up by another 0.50% (or 50 basis points) increase in early May,
and another 75 bp boost in June, at which time it was announced yet another
likely 75 bps hoist in July. As a result, the decline in the markets in the first
quarter turned out to be only an introduction to what lie ahead as the S&P 500
fell another 16% in the second quarter bringing us into bear market territory.
The decline was as fast and as furious as were the hikes in rates which forced
investors to reprice stocks and bonds down to new levels. The quarter ended
with stocks turning in their worst first half of the year in over 50 years.

It is this last fact that is persistent across all bear markets: they are ALWAYS
followed by bull markets. There have been 12 bull markets since WWII but the
averages of these, in both duration, at over 5 years, and magnitude, increasing
162%, or 20%/year, far surpass their bear market counterparts and have allowed
investors who remained invested to more than recover their losses and experience
returns in excess of bonds and inflation. In addition, going back to 1970 after
every inflation peak the market was up double digits in the year that followed.

The chart on the next page illustrates the power and prevalence of bull markets
versus bears and is a clear reminder of the temporary nature of the latter.

Flat is the new up

In 2020-21 we saw the market advance with a vengeance after the pandemic
recession such that when the market wasn’t going up at a 2% clip it felt like the
market was declining. Well, we are in the opposite world now: when the market
isn’t going DOWN at a 2% clip it feels like we should be celebrating like the
market is going up. So, while it is natural to compare the present situation to
recent experience instead of longer-term norms, it is important to step back and
look at the forest through the trees, otherwise it is easy to get lost.

As Mark Twain is often reputed to have said, “history doesn’t repeat itself, but it
often rhymes.” So let us look at history to get a sense of what things might look
like going forward. The market is down +20% from its most recent high in
January putting us in a bear market. Since WWII there have been 14 bear
markets (excluding the present). If averages are any indicator, we should expect
a decline in the S&P 500 of around 32% and for the bear market to last about a
year. However, because the end of a bear market is defined as a 20% increase
from its low, investors are still in the red even if a bear market is deemed to be
“over” since it takes a 25% rebound to recover a 20% loss.

In addition, averages can camouflage some extreme “outliers.” For example,
the 1973-74 and 1980-82 bear markets each lasted more than 600 days, almost
two years. But the recession stemming from the pandemic in 2020 was the
shortest, lasting only 33 days. Also, there were outliers within returns as well,
with 2 resulting in declines of +40% before the bear turned into a bull.

“It’s different this time…”

Is it? Yes, in some very important ways what we are experiencing in the markets IS
very different. Let’s look at the painful ways in which it is different. First, the Fed will
not be coming to the rescue to save the economy from slowing or going into a
recession or to reverse the stock and bond market declines as it has repeatedly since
the Great Financial Crisis (GFC). In fact, the Fed is engineering a slowdown by raising
rates to bring down the rate of inflation and is willing to accept a recession to achieve
its goals. The result of this has been that bonds year-to-date have turned in their
worst return in 40 years and that the go-go growth stocks that had powered the
market to all time highs have fallen back to earth allowing value stocks to turn in
their best six-month performance relative to growth stocks since the tech bubble
burst in 2000-2001.



https://www.ftportfolios.com/Common/ContentFileLoader.aspx?ContentGUID=4ecfa978-d0bb-4924-92c8-628ff9bfe12d

We believe inflation has peaked and that the stock and bond markets have fully
priced in the past and announced interest rate increases, yet may not reflect any
potential recession. Because we realize the difficulty in successfully predicting a
recession’s eventuality much less its magnitude and timing, we have been taking a
measured approach to preparing portfolios for an economic slowdown: tilting stock
exposure to value style, eliminating the dedicated high yield bond fund while
maintaining unconstrained bond funds that have the ability to move within and
across bond market sectors and maturities, and increasing the allocation to
alternatives by adding another strategy to diversify the portfolio ballast with a fund
that is not driven by credit and duration alone. And throughout the correction we
have been taking the opportunity in taxable accounts to capture losses which can be
used to offset realized gains in this year and in the years ahead to potentially reduce
your tax liability.

Another painful difference is the flip of the relationship that has been constant
over the past 20 years between stocks and bonds. Instead of stock market declines
being accompanied by bond market advances, we are seeing both stocks and
bonds decline together to the detriment of investors who rely on bonds for
portfolio stability.

Third, the inflation we are experiencing is not only because there is too much
money in the system (from pandemic related relief funds as well as the era of low
interest rates), but also because there are too few goods. The supply shortages
resulting from the pandemic and continued lockdowns in China continue to put
upward pressure on the prices of goods, and the war in Ukraine is putting a floor
on energy prices and other commodities. So, while the increase in the Fed funds
rate may address the inflation from excess money supply it does not address the
supply-related inflation, which leaves open the possibility of “stagflation,” or a
recession with continued inflation.

However, there are other, beneficial, differences this time as well. The economy,
consumers and businesses all are in much better shape than they were going into
the most previous recessions: unemployment remains low, household and
corporate, including banking, balance sheets are strong. The million-dollar
question is whether these strengths are enough to withstand the headwinds of
inflation and higher interest rates to keep a recession at bay and the stock and
bond markets from declining further.

While it is understandably painful to experience the recent market volatility, we
encourage you to use the temporary decline to your advantage by speaking to your
financial adviser regarding ROTH IRA conversion opportunities, aggressive retirement
plan funding, and early vs later funding of your IRA. In addition, if you are inordinately
uncomfortable with the decline in your portfolio, please contact your financial adviser
to discuss if or when an adjustment to your strategy could be appropriate.

Going forward…

x



Market Performance thru 6/30/2022

The Better Performing Areas in Q2

• Alternatives – the funds we use in the alternatives allocation which utilize a non-traditional style of investing were down only modestly over the second quarter,
beating stocks and bonds overall;

• Dividend paying and value stocks – while down double-digits, the stocks of companies with proven earnings and lower valuations continued to beat the non-
earners and richly priced;

• Commodities – while overall lower, commodities fell less than most other asset classes as the increase in the energy sector partially offset declines in metals and
agriculture;

• Short term bonds – while down, shorter maturities and treasuries held up better than their longer-term and lower credit counterparts as shorter maturities react
less to rising interest rates and higher quality issues are more attractive as recession risks increase;

• Cash – held their value in nominal terms

The Weaker Performing Areas in Q2

• Growth stocks – the prices of stocks whose prospects for growth in the future continued to fall precipitously reflecting effect of higher interest rates

• Bonds – rising interest rates across maturities translated into negative returns for bondholders

Index (as of 6/30/2022) 2nd Qtr
% Ret

Year to Date
% Ret

1 Year 
% Ret

3 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

5 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

10 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

20 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

Bloomberg Commodity (Commodity Futures) -5.66 18.44 24.27 14.34 8.39 -0.82 2.03
Bloomberg Multiverse (Global/High Yield Bonds) -8.43 -13.97 -15.35 -3.20 -0.52 0.27 3.41
Bloomberg US Agg Bond (US High Quality Bonds) -4.69 -10.35 -10.29 -0.93 0.88 1.54 3.57

IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker ETF (Alternatives) -7.18 -9.48 -11.02 -0.62 0.71 1.46 -7.18
FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed (Real Estate) -17.45 -20.71 -13.44 -1.07 1.95 4.69 NA
MSCI ACWI Ex USA (Foreign Stocks) -13.73 -18.42 -19.42 1.35 2.50 4.83 5.78
MSCI EAFE (Europe Asia Far East Stocks) -14.51 -19.57 -17.77 1.07 2.20 5.40 5.27
MSCI EAFE Small Cap (Small EAFE) -17.69 -24.71 -23.98 1.12 1.72 7.18 7.83
MSCI EM (Emerging Markets) -11.45 -17.63 -25.28 0.57 2.18 3.06 8.43
Russell 1000 Growth (Large US Growth Stocks) -20.92 -28.07 -18.77 12.58 14.29 14.80 10.32
Russell 1000 Value (Large US Value Stocks) -12.21 -12.86 -6.82 6.87 7.17 10.50 7.86
Russell 2000 Growth (Small US Growth Stocks) -19.25 -29.45 -33.43 1.40 4.80 9.30 8.34
Russell 2000 (Small US Stocks) -17.20 -23.43 -25.20 4.21 5.17 9.35 8.17
Russell 2000 Value (Small US Value Stocks) -15.28 -17.31 -16.28 6.18 4.89 9.05 7.77
DJ US TSM Mid Cap (Mid Cap US Stocks) -16.91 -21.50 -18.63 4.75 6.99 11.00 9.85
S&P 500 (Large Cap US Stocks) -16.10 -19.96 -10.62 10.60 11.31 12.96 9.08
USEAS Stat US T-Bill 90 Day (Cash) 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.65 1.05 0.59 1.16



Investment advisory services offered through DWD Portfolio Solutions Inc. an SEC Registered Investment Adviser. The information contained is derived from sources believed to be accurate. However, we do not guarantee its 
accuracy. The information contained is for educational purposes only and it is not intended to cover all aspects of a particular matter. Neither the information presented, nor any opinion expressed constitutes a representation 
by us or a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities. The information provided is not written or intended as tax or legal advice. Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed by a bank or 
any other entity, so they may lose value.

The Bloomberg US Agg and Multiverse indices are registered service marks of Bloomberg Finance LP; the S&P 500 Index is a registered trademark of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.; the
Russell 1000, Russell 1000 Value, Russell 1000 Growth, Russell 2000, Russell 2000 Value, and Russell 2000 Growth indices are registered trademarks of the Frank Russell Company; the MSCI
EAFE) and MSCI Emerging Markets indices are registered trademarks of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc.; the Bloomberg Commodity Index is a service mark of Bloomberg Finance
L.P. and its affiliates; the Credit Suisse Liquid Alternative index is a trademark of Credit Suisse Group AG. The DJ US TSM Mid Cap Index is a service mark of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; the
S&P 500 TR Index is a trademark of Standard and Poor's Inc.

*Source: First Trust Advisors L.P., Bloomberg. Daily returns from 4/29/1942 - 4/29/2022. *No annualized return shown if duration is less than one year. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. These results are based on daily returns–returns using different periods would produce different results. The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of 500 companies used to
measure large-cap U.S. stock market performance. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. Index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses, or sales charges. This chart is for illustrative
purposes only and not indicative of any actual investment. These returns were the result of certain market factors and events which may not be repeated in the future.
The information presented is not intended to constitute an investment recommendation for, or advice to, any specific person. By providing this information, First Trust is not undertaking to give
advice in any fiduciary capacity within the meaning of ERISA, the Internal Revenue Code or any other regulatory framework. Financial professionals are responsible for evaluating investment
risks independently and for exercising independent judgment in determining whether investments are appropriate for their clients.
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